
Simon Gray's Mid-Winter Frog Graham Round - 17.12.18 
Start 0500hrs 
Finish 1649hrs 
Total time 11hrs 49mins 
Supported round 
  
The Frog Graham actually caught my attention in 2013, I was told by my Dad about this book by 
Peter Hayes called "Swimhiking in the Lake District". My wife and I followed his instruction of how to 
make a "swim sac" (effectively a rucksack with some armbands stuck down the side pockets) and 
decided to do the route over two days in August 2013 staying over at Buttermere YHA. This seemed 
like a more pleasurable and achievable option. 
I wasn’t aware of the Frog Graham Club existing at the time and didn’t know anyone who had 
repeated Peter Hayes' route. We had great weather and found both days enjoyable but challenging. 
I thought at the time that I would love to complete the route in one go and after doing my Bob 
Graham in August 2018, decided it was probably the year to go for it. On the steps of the Moot Hall 
after completing my Bob Graham, Wendy Dodds came up to me, offered me a chip and told me I 
should do the Frog Graham Next, she had completed her FGR a couple of hours earlier at the age of 
67.  
  
I never look at weather reports prior to going for a run. I have only ever done this for the Bob and 
the Frog. Weather watching was again excruciating, I'd set the date for 18th December but the 
whole week was looking windy and very wet which I thought meant cold on the tops and choppy in 
the water. I decided to bring the attempt forward by 24hrs as there looked to be a weather window 
on the Monday 17th Dec. The downside of this was that I'd just worked 7 days straight before having 
to get up at 3:30am for an attempt. Not the prep I'd had in mind. The winds were also forecast to get 
up to 50-80mph after dusk on 17.12.18 so it was either a quick round or no round. 
  
I had a tremendous amount of support for my round and I am extremely grateful for this. I had 
pacers on the running sections of legs 1,2 and 4, a safety kayaker for the Derwent crossing and my 
parents and wife at each of the swim / run transitions. I used the support "bob graham style" which 
is against the original ethos but now accepted as part of the FGR rules. Partly I feel uncomfortable 
with this approach but actually I needed their help on the day to achieve my goal. I was too cold to 
do my shoe laces up on a couple of occasions, my mother had to do them for me! I really enjoyed 
the company and nattering away on the runs.  
  
Leg 1 - Moot Hall to Beck Wythop 
 Spent 15mins counting down to 5am on the dot with my pacer Chris Newman. Dad counted 

down the final 5 seconds. Streets completely deserted. I was slightly apprehensive about the 
top of Skiddaw (highest point on the route and first top). I'd been told the day before that 
above 2500ft on the Northern Fells was a "no go area", sheet ice from rain falling then 
immediately freezing. The micro crampons got packed (into Chris' rucksack). 

 It was actually a beautiful, still, cool evening and I could see the stars. We made good progress 
until the last push to the summit, the path was half an inch thick sheet ice. We skidded 
around, touched the trig point and headed down towards Carl Side. This is the point the 
crampons should have gone on! I fell over 4 or 5 times down Skiddaw, sliding on my bum 
down the path that more resembled a children's playground slide. Newman fell over a number 
of times too. Newman sensibly told me to stop and put the crampons on, I ignored him….  

 We made good time down to the shore of Bassenthwaite where my dad was stood supporting 
and helped me into my wetsuit. My safety Kayaker Graeme had been called out through the 
night so no support on my crossing. I was going to have to swim in the dark alone. 



 The water felt pretty cold, an open water swimming friend had measured the temp in Derwent 
water on 16.12.18, as 4.6 degrees Celsius. I just knew it felt Baltic! The swim across seemed to 
take forever, my wife was shining my bike torch on the other side so I had something to aim 
for but the light didn’t seem to be getting any closer. Truth be told I felt pretty vulnerable, got 
cramp in both legs (as I did in all the swims) and wouldn't recommend repeating alone. My 
mother (waiting at Beck Wythop) didn’t find this period particularly relaxing to say the least. 

 Got to the other side and had to be helped into clothes, laces got tied for me! 
 Still in complete darkness. 
 Needed to get running again to warm up.  

  

 
  

  
Leg 2 Beck Wythop to Crummock Water 
 Pacer Zeke Dixon came with me for the longest of the running legs.  
 Wonderful watching the sun rise whilst running along the tops of Grisedale pike and Hopegill 

Head. Made good progress but was down about 25mins on the schedule. At this point I 
actually stopped thinking at all about the timings, I just accepted that the record probably 
wasn’t on today, felt a bit tired and it had taken me 30mins or so to properly warm back up.  

 It’s a great decent from Crag Hill down to Rannerdale, loved this, bracken down so could cut 
the corners.    

 Had a big fall on the man-made steps on descending on Rannerdale Knotts, arguably the most 
treacherous part of the route. Grazed my back and badly bruised my hand. Bruise still 
spreading across my palm now.   

 Wasn’t looking fwd to getting back into Crummock water. Quickly got into my wetsuit, had 
some rice pudding, tinned fruit and coca cola and jumped into the lake off the rocks. 

 Thankfully a shorter swim. 
  



 
  
Leg 3 Crummock Water to Horse close. 
 I was on my own for this leg. No-one to chat to, still hadn't seen another soul on the fells that 

day.  
 Really steep climb up onto Melbreak, then onto red pike and High Stile. Took a poor traversing 

line from Melbreak to Red Pike, was just below the best trod.   
 Hadn't been drinking enough and stopped by the beck to drink 1.5litres.  
 Tops were in the mist and a little concentration was required to get the right line off High Stile.  
 Down to the shore of Buttermere and the shortest swim, thankfully only 300m! 

  

 
  



Leg 4 - Buttermere to Keswick Moot Hall.  
 I was joined by pacer Brian Horn and we made good progress catching up on the schedule, 

Brian had some lovely lines and all I had to do was follow. By the summit of the final peak - Cat 
Bells - we were 1 min up on schedule. It was only shortly before this that he told me we were 
back on schedule, I genuinely had no idea. I knew the record was achievable then and this 
spurred me to push on.  

 My mum and friends were at the side of Derwent water helping me into my wetsuit and giving 
me some words of encouragement.  

 It was beginning to get dark and the wind was picking up. I was grateful that Graeme Hodgson 
my safety kayaker was there and he pre-warned me of rough conditions in the middle of the 
lake. The reassurance of his presence was massive. 

 It did get significantly rough in the middle, I had a couple of white horses slap me on the top of 
my head and Jake and Jason (filming from another kayak) had a couple of close moments. 

 I transited the three islands jogging across the larger two.  
 Managed a final sprint into Keswick, spurred on by the possibility of beating the record by a 

few minutes. Family and friends waiting to see me finish.   
 Knocked on the door to finish after tripping up the steps, cold and knackered, 3 mins under 

the previous record. Couldn’t really speak I was so cold, dived into the adjacent café for the 
shakiest cup of tea I've ever had before being bundled into the car by my wife Fi. 

  

 
  
Got home, had some toast and lay in a hot bath for about an hour thawing out. 
  
Jake McKENNA is a young film maker from South Lakes. He documented the day and will be making 
a short film that he plans to release in January 2019 and enter into some Mountain Film Festivals. He 
was supported on the day by his family and Gareth Barrington, another friend, but still had a huge 
logistical task trying to capture footage of the round. He is a talented guy and I hope his film is good 
publicity for the round.  
  
  
 
 
 



Kit: 
 Mainly Inov-8 fell running gear, Mudclaws were excellent, Storm Shell jacket also brill.  
 Blue Seventy helix wetsuit - I ordered a thermal one but they couldn’t supply in time. Would 

strongly recommend a thermal wetsuit in winter! I got seriously cold during the swims. The 
Helix also has a stupid upside down zip that requires help to put on.  

  
Thoughts: 
 Doing it as a pair is far smarter for safety and having company is great.  
 I felt vulnerable in the lakes, got cramp in my legs in all four swims.  
 Hats off to the two Dark Peak guys who completed an unsupported Winter Frog the week 

before. Far more impressive that a quicker supported one.  
 Doing it over two days makes for a great summer weekend - highly recommend this.  
 Record will go again in 2019 I think.  
 Had a swim the day after…… 10 lengths then sauna. 
 Plan to do an unsupported FGR with my dad in summer 2019. 
 Like finishing the Bob Graham - I feel a weird sort of emptiness without a project / challenge to 

look fwd to. I'm really pleased the day went so well, I just need something new start planning. 
Charlie Ramsay? Paddy Buckley? 

 


